INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE

1. The candidate shall not be allowed in the examination hall after half an hour from the
scheduled time.
2. The student must wear the valid STUDENT IDENTITY CARD.
3. If any of the students do not have valid Student ID Card during Mid Semester
Examination, he / she may be allowed only on the recognition by the factotum/ the
subject teacher and paying RS 100/= as the penalty.
4. If any of the students do not have Admit Slip/Card during Final/Supplementary
Examination, he / she may be allowed only on the recognition by the factotum/ the
subject teacher/ and paying RS 200/= as the penalty subject to the condition he has
already filled the examination form.
5. Bring own ink, pen, pencil, slide rule and calculator (If required). Writing with pencil, is
prohibited.
6. The use of pencil is only permissible to draw sketches/diagrams related to questions.
7. Use both sides of page of answer book. For rough work (If required), use last page of
answer book and rough work must be crossed later on. Don’t tear out any page from
answer book/supplement provided.
8. Smoking is prohibited in the examination hall.
9. Don’t bring any book, notes, papers, writing scribbling or any other material except
the admit card, enrollment card, identity card, writing requisites, drawing or
mathematics instruments.
10. Any candidate found in possession of books, notes or papers (even if the papers are
not related to present examination), writing on body or cloth etc., or attempting to
use unfair means of any kind/impersonation, would lead to disqualification.
11. Mobile phone in the examination hall is strictly prohibited.

12. Don’t write your name on answer book, write your Seat No. only in the space
provided on the perforated slip, failing which will likely lead to disqualification.
13. Any kind of communication between a candidate and any other person whether
inside or outside the examination hall is strictly prohibited.
14. Behave properly, rude or disobedient behavior will likely lead to disqualification.
15. For invigilator’s attention, please raise your hands and don’t leave your seat.
16. Before leaving examination hall, submit your answer book/supplement, taking
answer book/supplementary out of examination hall is strictly prohibited.
17. The appearance of NOT ELIGIBLE candidate by any means is illegal and as such his/her
results of concerned subject/(s) will automatically stand cancelled at any stage
without issuing any letter.
18. The supplement pages must be signed by invigilator and tied with answer book.
19. Boycotting the examination directly/indirectly is an illegal act, in case of boycott;
there will be no re-examination in any circumstances.

Note: In case of disobey/violation of any of the instruction given above, candidate is likely
be expelled from examination and reported to the university authorities for further
disciplinary action.
OR
If a case arises which is not covered in above instructions, regulations, the
factotum/external, head invigilator/(s) will take a provisional decision and repot the case to
the Vice Chancellor through Controller of Examination for final decision.

------THE END------

